
 

Bad Bugs Bookclub Meeting Report/Reading Guide: The Strain by Guillermo del 

Toro and Chuck Hogan 

The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 

specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 

forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with 

some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 

We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 

In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 

to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 

us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 

focus for communication. 

The Strain (2009) was written by Guillermo del Toro and Chuck Hogan. It was 

selected by the bookclub for a variety of reasons: the title and cover information 

indicated that the subject was an outbreak of some sort; members had interest in the 

work of del Toro as a modern and creative film director; we had not yet read a 

‘horror’ story; it was some time since we had visited the vampire/zombie infection 

scenario....The book is the first of a trilogy; it describes the progress of an outbreak 

of a highly infectious vampirism. Reference to Eastern Europe, myth/legend brings 

strong connotations of Dracula, but the modern setting brings additional topics to the 

narrative: air transport; mobile phones; post-9/11 New York. 

The initial cluster of infections occurs on a plane. All passengers have apparently 

died within 6 minutes of landing. CDC expertise is brought in; there are 4 ‘survivors’ 

who apparently recover, discharge themselves from hospital and then return to their 

loved ones. Subsequently (how soon) the remaining ‘dead’ passengers also 

reanimate. A few individuals come together to fight the spread of the infection. The 

novel ends essentially at a pause: the outbreak is still contained in Manhattan (it is 

an island, and vampires cannot cross water without help from uninfected individuals), 

but more is to come. The source of the outbreak was a renegade ‘ancient one’; he 

had arrived on the plane (in a coffin, with soil), invited by a wealthy but sickly 

individual. Although apparently injured, he remains at large. Other ‘ancient ones’ 

have now been alerted to his activities... 

Meeting report 

Unfortunately the book received an unanimous thumbs-down. The initial airplane 

scenario, with all passengers quietly ‘dead’ but mobile phones ringing provided 
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contemporary and dramatic imagery, but much of the rest of the book seemed to be 

described more as a film script than as a novel. Some of the transformations of the 

infected vampires were reminiscent of those in Blade 2, also a del Toro movie. Pan’s 

Labyrinth, another del Toro output came to mind frequently (eg the vampires have 

large tentacle like tongues that cut the victims’ throats, enabled by dislocation of the 

predator’s jaw; they become bald and shiny, veined and asexual). We wondered 

whether the story had actually derived from a film script: there is internet speculation 

about a TV series, and a comic book series – none of us wanted to read the rest of 

the trilogy. 

The writing style was described by one member as ‘stiff’, and despite the fictitious 

nature of the storyline, we were disappointed by the lack of continuity or explanation. 

It was not easy to suspend belief due to such inconsistency from the start (eg death 

on the plane caused by one vampire in 6 minutes without any panic; how the ‘coffin’ 

was moved from the airport etc). They seemed to be making it up as they went 

along. 

Indeed, after trying to discuss some of the faint microbiological links, we decided that 

we could not recommend the novel to undergraduates, and would prefer them to 

read anything else! Thus there is no separate reading guide for this novel: questions 

and discussion addressed at our meeting are noted below. 

1. Did you enjoy the novel? (No) Did you sense any filmic aspects? (Yes) Was 

there opportunity for any character development? (No) Were there any 

stereotypes? (Yes) Although fiction, were there any events that did not appear 

especially plausible? (Yes) The ‘old Jewish character’ was the most well 

drawn; otherwise there were many stereotypes – the hard working dad with 

family suffering; the bureaucrat who let the 4 survivors go; the lawyer who 

demanded her rights etc. And this was post 9/11..! 

2. Why were 4 passengers allowed to survive at the beginning of the outbreak? 

This was raised in the novel but not addressed. Were they the 4 horsemen of 

the apocalypse? Or demonstrating the different manifestations of disease 

presented in an infected population? Or would the next volume of the trilogy 

help to explain many of the issues noted (eg why were vampires hunting other 

vampires)? We didn’t care. 

3. The symptoms of the infection were explored through post-mortem. The 

epidemiologists were investigating the spread..was there any science in the 

novel that could be discussed? Not really – although there was mention of 

CDC and other organisations, there was rather light coverage, perhaps 

reflecting rather shallow research. 

4. Was the progression of the infection in an individual clear (p218)? Although 

obviously fictitious, was it consistent? This could possibly be constructed from 

the novel, but no-one had the urge to try: physical transformation, heat, raised 



metabolism, paleness, shuffling gait (p368), wasting, loss of hair and 

extremities etc. 

5. How was it transmitted? The whiplash ‘bites’ from the tentacle tongue was the 

direct mode, and suddenly (p237) worms were released when a vampire was 

beheaded and these travelled independently to infect a second individual by 

climbing up her legs and penetrating any orifices. This indirect transfer 

seemed gratuitous, unnecessary (and unlikely) – but it did indicate that the 

‘white blood’ was infectious without a bite. 

6. What about the epidemiology? Doubling infection was wrongly noted – p198 - 

rather than exponential. This would mean that every infected person only 

infected one other, which did not seem to be the case. There are mentions of 

data (p277) and epidemiology/quarantine – which had been so unsuccessful 

with the first 4 survivors (p334); rats panicking, as in the Black Death (p342) – 

indeed, the only acknowledged reference was to a book about rats. Did all 

those attacked become infected? Did they all go to the tunnels? 

7. What were the symptoms? How fast did they move? There are references 

made to zombies as well as to vampires – there is little zombie mythology, but 

plenty of vampire ‘history’, which was used in the novel. There is often overlap 

of zombie/vampire infection, eg I am Legend. The zombie trope as is currently 

envisaged is that of Romero’s Night of the Living Dead, and those in the novel 

did have some of these features.  

8. When was mythology used? The ancient ones/legends formed an underlying 

basis for the novel. Other symbolism include mirrors (fuzzy reflection in silver 

mirrors – but lots of references made to reflections of many mirrors (p264) 

without silver); silver as an antimicrobial (p178); moving water preventing 

movement; requiring an invitation to America; active in darkness, but religious 

symbolism essentially absent (compare with I am Legend). The infected were 

warm not cold. Issues not normally addressed, such as excretion, were 

(World War Z also tries to look at the physiology etc of zombies). 

9. Is there anything here that would be of value to undergraduate microbiology 

students? No. There were several phrases relating to the agent of the 

infection:’ a strain of a disease that is a corruption of both the flesh and the 

spirit’ (p215); ‘vampires are viruses incarnate’ (p336); the infected are ‘walking 

pathogens’, ‘humanoid diseases’ (same sentence! P368). The worms are not 

viruses – were they vectors? Or was the term virus used in its Greek meaning 

(‘poison’). Whatever the case, there was insufficient information for valuable 

discussion. 
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